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The Brooks Bawden Moore Weekly Update and Analysis highlights the previous 

week’s floor and committee activities within the US Senate and House of 

Representatives, and this week’s congressional activities that relate to law 

enforcement and homeland security matters. The weekly update also lists 

legislation introduced the previous week, which may be of interest to the law 

enforcement and homeland security communities. Please let us know if you would 

like to know more about any of the items described in the update. Additionally, 

please feel free to distribute this product as you see fit. 

  

 

To view the PDF version of the Weekly Update & Analysis, click here. 
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Latest News 
 

The House and Senate met in pro forma sessions this week, with the House 

not scheduled to return until after the November elections, and the Senate not 

expected to return until later this month for possible consideration of the 

nomination of Amy Coney Barrett to be an Associate Justice on the Supreme 

Court. The Senate Judiciary Committee has scheduled four days of hearings 

for the nomination. 

  
 

COVID Relief Funding - This week in COVID relief negotiations hit a few 

speed bumps when President Trump tweeted that he was calling off 

negotiations until after the election, to later reverse that announcement. The 

White House has indicated its willingness to spend more than previously 

indicated, however, Senate Majority Leader McConnell has shown little 

appetite for considering a large package. It continues to appear unlikely that a 

deal will be reached before the election, however both sides continue to talk 

on a potential compromise package. 
 

DHS Homeland Threat Assessment - The Department of Homeland Security 

released the October 2020 Homeland Threat assessment that synthesizes 

threat information across DHS including intelligence and operational 

components. Key findings include: Cyber threats to the Homeland from both 

nation-states and non-state actors will remain acute – and will likely grow; The 

COVID-19 pandemic is creating new opportunities for the United States’ 

economic competitors to exploit the American people; and China, Russia, and 

Iran may seek to use cyber capabilities to compromise or disrupt critical 

infrastructure used to support the 2020 elections and may also use influence 

measures in an attempt to sway the preferences and perceptions of U.S. 

voters. You can read the report here. 
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DOJ Policy on Purchasing Foreign-Made Unmanned Aircraft Systems - 

The Department of Justice recently released revised policy governing the 

award of grants for the purchase and operation of foreign-made Unmanned 

Aircraft Systems. This new policy requires grant recipients to utilize Office of 

Justice Programs funds to procure and operate UAS only in a manner that 

promotes public safety, protects individuals’ privacy and civil liberties, and 

mitigates the risks of cyber intrusion and foreign influence. You can read the 

press release here. 

  
 

NLEOMF Memorial Service and Reading of Names - On Sunday, October 

11, a special service will take place at the National Law Enforcement Officers 

Memorial where the 307 names that were added to the walls in 2020 will be 

read live by representatives of the Police Unity Tour. This will be a traditional 

police ceremony, featuring the Arlington County (VA) Sheriff’s Department 

Honor Guard. You can read more here. 

  
 

Cryptocurrency Enforcement Framework - The Attorney General recently 

released a new publication produced by the Attorney General’s Cyber-Digital 

Task Force, which provides a comprehensive overview of the emerging 

threats and enforcement challenges associated with the increasing prevalence 

and use of cryptocurrency; details the important relationships that the 

Department of Justice has built with regulatory and enforcement partners both 

within the United States government and around the world; and outlines the 

Department’s response strategies. You can read the report here. 

  
 

SCN Announces New Deputy Director to Lead Intelligence and 

Information-Sharing Efforts - The Secure Community Network, the official 

safety and security organization of the Jewish community in North America, 

announced that Chris DeRemer, Director, Wisconsin Statewide Intelligence 

Center will will be joining SCN as its new Deputy Director of Intelligence, 

overseeing its information-sharing efforts and Operations Center. Over the last 

eight years and as Special Agent in Charge leading the operations of the 

Wisconsin Statewide Intelligence Center (WSIC), DeRemer has developed the 

primary intelligence fusion center for the State of Wisconsin into a nationally 
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recognized best-practice entity, while also leading the operations of the Threat 

Analysis Unit and developing the Wisconsin Department of Justice Division of 

Criminal Investigations Cyber Crime Unit. You can read the press 

release here. 

  
 

Webinar: Counterfeit Medicines: Crime and Policy 2020 - 2020 has seen 

an enormous surge in counterfeit medicines. The Partnership for Safe 

Medicines will be hosting a webinar on October 20 to discuss the new 

developments in 2020 that have been seen from counterfeiters. The session 

will discuss policy proposals at the state and federal level that will affect drug 

supply chain safety, such as Canadian drug importation, pill press legislation. 

Additionally, it will discuss what public safety advocates have learned from the 

explosion in #covidscams during the pandemic. You can register for the 

webinar here. 

  
 

 

National Faith & Blue Weekend - The inaugural National Faith & Blue 

weekend is being held October 9- 12. This initiative seeks to build bridges 

between communities and law enforcement. These connections are built 

through activities that are held in neighborhoods of every kind across the U.S., 

jointly hosted by houses of worship and local law enforcement entities. You 

can find more information here. 

 

VIDEO 
 

2020 National Faith & Blue Weekend PSA - Version 2 

  

 

 

+RISS Equals Results - The latest edition of +RISS Equals Results is now 

available, and features how the MOCIC analytical staff assisted the 

Springfield, MO Police Department during a homicide investigation. The 

MOCIC staff prepared maps related to the suspect’s location for officers and 

prosecutors to use as trial exhibits. You can read the latest +RISS Equals 

Results here.  
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CICC 5 in 5 Newsletter - The most recent CICC 5 in 5 was released, and 

highlights online training that will provide information and resources to 

promote swift and effective responses to incidents of endangered missing and 

abducted children, a webinar on overdose education and naloxone distribution 

programs in jails, and a webinar on the future of the dark web. You can view 

the CICC 5 in 5 here.  

  
 

DHS COVID-19 Response Update - The Department of Homeland Security 

has released a weekly update on its efforts to respond to COVID-19. You can 

read the update here.  

  
 

Policing Reform Statements: In response to the tragic death of George 

Floyd in Minneapolis, there have been calls for significant reforms to policing 

practices.  Many of the national law enforcement associations have released 

statements and/or general policy proposals to address policing reform. We 

have compiled an overview of those statements here. 

 

  

  

Money, Money, Money! – Government 

Funding & COVID Relief Outlook 

(10/2/20) 

  

Please check out BBM’s latest 

podcast. As noted above, this week 

COVID relief negotiations hit a few speed 

bumps when President Trump tweeted 

that he was calling off negotiations until 

after the election, to later reverse that 

announcement. BBM released a podcast 

on October 2nd, detailing the dynamics of 

the relief negotiations. The podcast is 

available here. 
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Articles of Interest 
 

Rogue pilots trafficked a billion dollars in cartel drugs across US while 

no one watched 

Louisville Courier Journal | Beth Warren 

Robert Carlson, a California businessman who dreamed of becoming the 

cocaine king of the skies, used private jets to funnel a billion dollars' worth of 

cartel drugs through smaller airports across the country — exploiting a 

security blind spot. He did it over and over again, profiting off a rarely policed 

mode of transportation. And when he was finally busted in 2017 in Lexington, 

it wasn't because of the X-ray scanner or drug-sniffing dog. That level of 

security at private and secondary airports just isn't there. Instead, an informant 

tipped off federal agents and blew up one of the nation's largest airborne 

domestic smuggling rings — one in which Carlson moved drugs for three 

years for the Sinaloa Cartel. Continue reading here. 

  
 

Marijuana use increases pain after surgery, requires more anesthesia, 

study finds 

CNN | Sandee LaMotte 

If you think smoking or ingesting weed helps control pain of all types, think 

again. 

Using marijuana before entering the hospital for a surgical procedure can 

make your pain during recovery significantly worse, according to research 

presented Monday. "There is some evidence that cannabis may be beneficial 

for chronic and nerve pain. However, early research suggests that this is not 

the case for acute pain such as for surgery of a broken leg," said lead author 

Dr. Ian Holmen, an anesthesiology resident at the University of Colorado 

Hospital in Aurora, in a statement. Continue reading here. 

  
 

Weed stocks surge as Kamala Harris vows to decriminalize pot in debate 

Reuters | Shariq Khan 
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U.S.-listed shares of major cannabis producers surged on Thursday after 

Democratic vice president nominee Kamala Harris said marijuana would be 

decriminalized at a federal level in the United States under a Biden 

administration. During Wednesday night’s debate with Vice President Mike 

Pence, Harris said she and Democratic presidential nominee Joe Biden would 

also expunge the criminal records of people convicted of marijuana-related 

offences in the past. Continue reading here. 

  
 

U.S. lawmakers detail Big Tech's market abuses and press for strict 

reform 

Reuters | Nandita Bose, Diane Bartz 

A U.S. House of Representatives panel looking into abuses of market power 

by four big technology companies found they used “killer acquisitions” to smite 

rivals, charged exorbitant fees and forced small businesses into “oppressive” 

contracts in the name of profit. The antitrust subcommittee of the Judiciary 

Committee recommended that Alphabet Inc's, Google, Amazon.com and 

Facebook with a combined market value of over $5 trillion - should not both 

control and compete in related businesses. Continue reading here. 

  
 

Case Study: How FirstNet Deployables Are Supporting Public Safety 

Police Executive Research Forum | October 2020 

In 2017, the First Responder Network Authority awarded a contract to AT&T to 

build and maintain FirstNet—the Nationwide Public Safety Broadband 

Network. Under the agreement, AT&T-FirstNet is required to complete the 

nationwide build-out of the FirstNet network by March 2023. This involves 

deploying Band 14—the spectrum dedicated to public safety—across 

statewide radio access networks in states and territories throughout the United 

States. In March 2020, AT&T announced that the build-out of the FirstNet 

network was 80% complete, putting implementation approximately a year 

ahead of schedule. Another important (but sometimes overlooked) aspect of 

the FirstNet contract is a requirement that AT&T develop and deploy a fleet of 

mobile communications assets—“deployables”— to support law enforcement, 

fire, emergency medical services, and other public safety 

operations. Continue reading here. 
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Staying connected when the world falls apart: How carriers keep 

networks going 

CNET | Eli Blumenthal  

To Mike Muniz, an area manager for AT&T's network disaster recovery team, 

witnessing the aftermath of Hurricane Michael was like entering a war zone. 

On Oct. 10, 2018, two days after forming over the Caribbean Sea, Hurricane 

Michael made landfall in the Florida Panhandle. The most powerful hurricane 

to hit the US since Andrew in 1992, the Category 5 Michael killed 45 people, 

left 700,000 residents across Florida, Georgia and Alabama without power 

and caused $25 billion in damage. Muniz arrived in Mexico Beach, Florida, a 

couple days later to help restore the area's cell service, which the storm had 

wiped out. "I look back, I think it was worse than Puerto Rico [after Hurricane 

Maria in 2017]," Muniz says. "I remember seeing people just wandering 

around." Continue reading here. 

  

 

 

CLIENT IN THE 
SPOTLIGHT: 
 

Effective Virtual Reality Training - The 

law enforcement community has been 

under intense scrutiny, and increased 

accountability and training will be a focus 

of policy efforts going forward. The right 

training is critical. Last week, the 

Murfreesboro, TN Police Department was 

featured in a local news story on how 

they use the VirTra V-300 5 screen, 300° 

use of force small arms simulator to help 

train its officers on multiple scenario 

situations. Check out the story here. 
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Hearings & Markups Happening This 
Week 
 

Senate Judiciary Committee - Full Committee Hearing 

Oversight of the Crossfire Hurricane Investigation: Day 4 

October 6 @ 10:00 am - 106 Dirksen - CANCELED 

  
 

Upcoming Scheduled Hearings/Markups: 
 

Senate Judiciary Committee - Full Committee Nomination Hearing 

Nomination of the Honorable Amy Coney Barrett to be an Associate Justice of 

the Supreme Court of the United States 

October 12 @ 9:00 am - 216 Hart 

  

Senate Judiciary Committee - Full Committee Nomination Hearing 

Nomination of the Honorable Amy Coney Barrett to be an Associate Justice of 

the Supreme Court of the United States (Day 2) 

October 13 @ 9:00 am - 216 Hart 

  

Senate Judiciary Committee - Full Committee Nomination Hearing 

Nomination of the Honorable Amy Coney Barrett to be an Associate Justice of 

the Supreme Court of the United States (Day 3) 

October 14 @ 9:00 am - 216 Hart 

  

Senate Judiciary Committee - Full Committee Nomination Hearing 

Nomination of the Honorable Amy Coney Barrett to be an Associate Justice of 

the Supreme Court of the United States (Day 4) 

October 15 @ 9:00 am - 216 Hart 
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